
CASE STUDY

ABOUT THE CLIENT

A leading pet specialty retailer that focuses on nurturing powerful relationships between people and pets.

CLIENT CHALLENGE

Petco’s internal 20-member IT help desk team was struggling to provide support to its 1400 retail locations, corporate 
o�ces, and remote employees in the US and Puerto Rico. The team could not keep pace with the high demand of 
technology-related problems that ranged from malfunctioning software to kiosks with faulty wireless connections to 
multiple POS terminal issues. In fact, before Sutherland, the IT help desk team was only able to close roughly 40% of all 
IT help cases. The result was frustrated store and corporate employees working in less than optimal conditions.

Hiring Sutherland was the 
best decision we ever made.
Vice President IT and CIO 
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For more information on how 
we can help you transform 
your processes, visit us at 
www.sutherlandglobal.com, 
email us at 
sales@sutherlandglobal.com, or 
call 1-800-388-4557 ext. 6123.

Tech ServicesTHE SUTHERLAND TRANSFORMATION

To deliver on the key outcome of improving call resolutions and employee satisfaction, Sutherland implemented a store 
health and wellness check. This new process consisted of preventative store calls and root-cause issue analysis. 
Sutherland reduced downtime through the proactive monitoring of store systems, devices, and corporate servers, 
allowing the IT help desk team to get ahead of situations causing issues. In addition, the Sutherland team created store 
mockups to simulate the employee environment, which resulted in faster and more e�cient issue resolution.

PARTNERSHIP RESULTS

As a process transformation company, Sutherland rethinks and rebuilds processes for the digital age by combining the speed and insight of design thinking with the scale 
and accuracy of data analytics. We have been helping customers across industries from financial services to healthcare, achieve greater agility through transformed and 
automated customer experiences for over 30 years. Headquartered in Rochester, N.Y., Sutherland employs thousands of professionals spanning 19 countries around the world. 
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http://bit.ly/2rwwJ32
http://bit.ly/2qXihE0
http://bit.ly/2qXpfsL

